Collaborative
Imaging
recognized as one of the Best
Places to Work in Healthcare
in 2020
Collaborative Imaging has been selected by Modern Healthcare
as one of the 2020 Best Places to Work in Healthcare. The
complete list of this year’s winners, in alphabetical order,
is available at ModernHealthcare.com/bestplaceslist. Modern
Healthcare will publish a special supplement featuring a
ranked list of all the winners along with the October 12
issue.
“It has been an especially trying year for the world, and
healthcare in particular as COVID-19 ravages our communities
and your workplaces,” said Aurora Aguilar, Modern Healthcare’s
editor. “But the organizations recognized on this year’s list
rose to the top and continued to be a source of strength for
their teammates. They have seen their colleagues fall ill to
the virus and struggled with the economic impact of the
pandemic. The loyalty and trust between employers and their
workers is being put to the test now more than ever. We
congratulate the Best Places to Work in Healthcare for
continuing to serve their workforce and communities during
such an unprecedented time.”
“For a CEO, one of the biggest accolades is knowing we have a
happy and motivated team, especially given Collaborative
Imaging is always questioning the status quo and constantly
embracing a different way of doing things. Our team is by far
our biggest asset, and I could not be prouder for our team
members’ voices to have carried us to this award,” said Dhruv
Chopra, CEO of Collaborative Imaging. “I am humbled that,
despite being in the early stages of our organization’s

growth, our team recognizes the value and appreciation we have
for each member – we are truly one very hard working and happy
family.”
“In just a short time, by leveraging the right balance of
technology and automation into our workflow processes, we have
been able to protect and grow our physician practices whose
future had previously been at risk from private-equity backed
consolidators,” continued Chopra. “This has resulted in us not
only having a highly motivated physician base, but also one
that is able to provide additional value to our healthcare
partners and an unsurpassed level of patient care. None of
this could have been realized without the dedication and
efforts of our team.”
This award program identifies and recognizes outstanding
employers in the healthcare industry nationwide. Modern
Healthcare partners with the Best Companies Group on the
assessment process, which includes an extensive employee
survey.
Collaborative Imaging will find out their ranking on the Best
Places list and be celebrated at the 2020 Best Places to Work
in Healthcare awards gala taking place virtually on October 8
in conjunction with the Workplace of the Future Conference.
Information on the award celebration and conference is
available at ModernHealthcare.com/WOTF.
###

About Collaborative Imaging
Founded in 2018, and led by CEO Dhruv Chopra, Collaborating
Imaging is a radiologist owned alliance devised from forwardthinking physicians in conjunction with technology, business
and industry experts to address the challenges of
consolidation, degradation in patient care, physician burnout

and operational inefficiencies. Collaborative Imaging has
upward of 400 physician members in six states and continues to
grow and support groups throughout the country. Strategic
benefits include revenue cycle management oversight, radiology
workflow solutions, after hour and sub-specialty coverage and
administrative support such as credentialing, contract
negotiations, and 24/7 IT helpdesk and support operations to
radiology
practices
throughout
the
United
States. Chopra’s vision for Collaborative Imaging is to create
a platform that allows practices to eliminate duplicity that
exists between them, thereby allowing efficiencies, cost
savings and best practices to be incorporated amongst its
partners with the savings, and upside generated to be returned
to member groups. Learn more by connecting with us
at
info@CollaborativeImaging.Com,
or
visiting
www.collaborativeimaging.com.

